Ammonium ion sensitivity is a ribosomal phenotype associated with suppressor mutations in the suaC gene of Aspergillus nidulans.
Ammonium ions are selectively toxic to strains containing mutations in the suaC gene which can mutate to a suppressor phenotype. This phenotype is associated with increased ribosomal misreading in vitro (Zamir and Martinelli 1987) and altered ribosomal proteins (Harvey and Martinelli 1983). Such ammonium-sensitivity is a feature of both strong and weak suppressor alleles, and segregates with suppressor ability in crosses. Suppressor mutations in the suaB and suaD genes are not affected, nor are those in suaA, another ribosomal suppressor gene. Thus, the ammonium-effect is locus specific. Mutations which act as anti-suppressors (asu-) of suppressor suaC109 also partially reverse the ammonium ion sensitivity associated with this mutation. This effect is in line with their restoration of other aspects of the pleiotropic phenotype to normal. The cations, lithium and rubidium, mimick the effects of ammonium ions. Only ribosomes from suaC strains are sensitive to the presence of NH+4 ions in vitro.